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Chairperson's Report

To say this past year for MCRN has been a busy one might be an understatement, with Kris and
her blazing ability attending to many aspects of the MCRN role.
Advocating for local services, facilitating interagency meetings, being an active part of other
community interagency meetings and interest groups, assisting and supporting a large number
of community based organisations all from one small NGO is not an easy task.
Some of the highlights for us as a Board have been revisiting and re-establishing our Strategic
Plan, giving us a clearer direction for MCRN.
MCRN took a strong lead in having Jaako Seikkula from Finland for the one day mental health
Forum in February 2014, introducing many mental health workers in both the government and
NGO sectors to the “Open Dialogue Model”. Ripples from this Forum are still being felt, and our
part in influencing future directions in the treatment of mental health issues (such as psychosis
and schizophrenia) in the Mountains was no small one.
Importantly this past year following the Bush Fires (October 2013) has meant a strong, detailed
and dedicated commitment from MCRN and Kris - in facilitating, supporting and assisting in
planning, advocating and collaborating with Blue Mountains City Council, many other agencies
and workers in the sector - as we all rallied around to assist just where we could. Kris’ detailed
documentation and commitment to building resilient communities will remain a resource to us
all for many years.
It is important to thank every individual member of the community, every worker, every agency
and organisation (there are too many to name) involved in assisting, helping and supporting so
many people who were impacted by the fires last October. I am sure we were all amazed at
people’s generosity and care.
At this end of this busy year it is once again time to reflect as I have done; and more
importantly, to consider ‘what next’? With funding changes occurring, and more predicted to
come, it is clear MCRN will have a key role to play in the next 12 months.
Thank you to the other Board members (who are also all busy people), Kris and Glenda for all the
great work done in 2013-14.
Ian Hanslow
Chairperson MCRN
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Manager’s Report
MCRN Team
I would like to extend my heart-felt thanks to Glenda Kelly, who took up the role of Service
Support worker just before the bushfires in October 2013. Almost as soon as she took up her
new role with us, Glenda was comprehensively “thrown in the deep end” – forced to find her
way around files and systems; learn the sector, local groups and
individual Members; come to grips with managing all of MCRN’s
communications functions (the eBulletin, our website, and the BM4U
Facebook page); sort out the membership and the contact database;
etc. – all with only an occasional glimpse of me (except for a few
minutes on my way in or out of the office to check my calendar or
print off materials for an interagency or Wellbeing Sub-Committee).
Glenda not only coped magnificently with this situation, but has
continued to do so while my workload increased exponentially over
the past year – and has quietly gone about improving all our systems
while she was at it! MCRN would have foundered without her personal and professional
support, and I am forever in her debt.
Last year, Lynne Pritchard did a great job reorganising all our accounting practices (including
rolling over our accounts over to a new Chart of Accounts (CoA) based on the COAG
model/template) – and we are grateful for her professional approach and contribution. Lyn has
moved on (being overwhelmed with work); and we are fortunate to have acquired Donna Ross,
who has come to us from Blue Gum Women’s Housing. Welcome, Donna – we look forward to a
long and fruitful association.

Communications
MCRN’s role as the central information hub for the Blue Mountains community sector has been
strengthened this year. The new format for the weekly eBulletin has significantly improved our
capacity to provide the maximum amount of information for the sector in the minimum space.
The mountains-wide Facebook page for the sector, (www.facebook.com/BlueMountains4U) has
had a successful launch, and is gradually gaining a following:
MCRN Social Media Statistics 2013-14
Website: www.mcrn.org.au
Unique Visitors

17,483

No. of Visits

34,991

Pages

Hits

244,479

332,793

eBulletin
No. of People on Distribution List
No. of weeks distributed
Total distributed

103
47
4841

BM4U Stats (since inception December 2013)
TOTAL Page Likes
158
Averages per week:
New Likes
6
Weekly Total Reach
119
People Engaged
21
2

Average Visits per Average Pages per
Unique Visitor
Visit

2
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TWITTER (since inception)
Followers
No. of Tweets

253
5016

Bushfire Recovery
By far the most overwhelming aspect of 2013-14 was the impact of the October 2013 bushfires
on our community, the community sector, and on MCRN itself.

The October BMCI, scheduled for the 29th October 2013, was transformed into an emergency
whole-of-sector combined interagencies meeting to map out the short-, medium- and long-term
plan: for the Recovery of the fire-affected residents, and for building the resilience and
preparedness of our community and community sector for the longer-term. That work – on both
fronts – continues; and appears likely to continue in some form for several years at least. This
planning then formed the basis of the Wellbeing Sub-committee’s workplan.
Recovery Committee

Built & Natural
Environment

Donated Goods &
Services

Wellbeing

Economic

MCRN was invited by MPES (Ministry of Police & Emergency Services) Disaster Recovery to Chair
the Wellbeing Sub-Committee, at least until the transition to a Council-led Recovery. This
necessitated a significant extra workload (commencing with around 6-8 hours of additional
meetings per week for several months, with ongoing meetings thereafter), which has inevitably
impacted on MCRN’s other “core business”.
The work of the Wellbeing Sub-Committee is detailed elsewhere (for a summary, see: Bushfire
Recovery - Wellbeing). I cannot sufficiently express my appreciation of, and gratitude for, the
amazing work of the community sector (and allied service system) – and, most particularly, the
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members of the Wellbeing Sub-Committee, and their organisations and staff. Most of this
recovery work was done quietly, in the background, with little recognition of the enormous
effort involved, and the passionate commitment to our community shown by all involved. The
professionalism, dedication ‘above and beyond’, the commitment to strengths-based practice
and best practice in community development were extraordinary – the sector has demonstrated
its core values in the clearest possible way, and been strengthened by the experience.
During this crisis, the Blue Mountains community sector has clearly demonstrated the value of
the networked and collaborative service system which has been built up over many years – and I
think we often took for granted in some ways. As one of the Neighbourhood Networks of the
Stronger Families Alliance, for example, the ‘Winmalee Hub’, based around Winmalee Public
School was able to mobilise Hub participants (the school population, parents, children’s services,
community health, Winmalee Neighbourhood Centre, the school counsellors, etc) to a
coordinated and integrated effort – along with Disaster Welfare Services and Wellbeing – in an
amazingly short timeframe.
As we learned so much from the generosity of other impacted communities (particularly those
affected by the Black Saturday and Coonabarabran fires) sharing their experiences, Wellbeing is
working on our own ‘Lessons Learned’. Our intention is to document (for future BM
emergencies, and other communities impacted by disasters) what we did well and would repeat;
and what we would do differently next time. This will be published, once completed in early
2015, on the MCRN website (and made available to BMCC, MPES, etc.).
Our community as a whole was unprepared for an emergency of this scale. Work is now
underway, though the Resilience and Preparedness working group of Wellbeing , trialling a series
of ‘drop-ins’ by Red Cross and the RFS to social support groups (in partnership with four of our
Neighbourhood Centres), to deliver some Key Messages around Preparedness. This will be
followed by four pilots (July-August 2014) of the ‘More than a fire plan’ Community Forums.
The service system as a whole realised that we were also unprepared for an emergency of this
scale. Work is now ongoing to build up formal and informal relationships with Council, the Local
Emergency Management Committee, and local emergency services generally. We will also pilot
a Service System Preparedness workshop (thanks to the partnership with the Red Cross, RFS,
community sector – particularly the Stronger Families Alliance network) for the Children’s
Services sector in July 2014. We hope to attract grant funding to enable us to roll this workshop
out to other parts of the service system in 2014-15.
The following chart attempts to illustrate the complexity of the networks, relationships (some
new) and roles of the community sector, allied government agencies (eg Mental Health service,
Department of Education School Counsellors), Disaster Welfare Agencies (eg Red Cross, Salvation
Army, CatholicCare, Ambulance Chaplins & local churches). It also delineates the work done
both in the recovery space, and on the resilience and preparedness front.
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Blue Mountains Bushfire Recovery
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Advocacy & Representation
A wide variety of issues were raised during this period which MCRN (and the peaks with which we are
involved) raised on behalf of the sector and our community, such as:
o A raft of measures proposed in the 2014 Federal Budget has led to significant advocacy work
(at both the local, state and federal levels) around changes which will further disadvantage
and marginalise the most disadvantaged in our community.
o Proposed restructuring/down-sizing of TAFE Western Sydney Institute positions remains an
ongoing issue(eg the ‘Smart & Skilled’ changes which will further disadvantage many of the
most disadvantaged in our community, and potentially impact the strong partnership which
the BM community sector has established with TAFE Outreach to effectively value-add to each
other’s outcomes);
o Evaluation or measurement of impact/outcomes (including input to SFA measurement and
evaluation);
o Sector development (and the role of regional and sub-regional Peaks in the emerging funding
and policy landscape).
Supporting unfunded groups
MCRN plays a unique role in supporting and resourcing unfunded and/or unincorporated community
groups and social justice campaigns, and this year was no exception. MCRN auspices a range of local
action groups - including the Blue Mountains East Timor Sisters (BMETS) Project, Pink Mountains,
and the Blue Mountains Trade Union Council’s Politics in the Pub. You can read about their
extraordinary work elsewhere in this report.

Community Sector Capacity Building
As a joint initiative between RAMHI (Raising Awareness of Mental Health Issues) and YMISA (Youth
Mental Health Issues & Substance Abuse network), the BM hosted a visit by Professor Jaakko Seikkula
in February 2013. The event was jointly sponsored by MCRN, the NBMLHD Mental Health Services,
and Blue Mountains City Council. As the NBMLHD Newsletter (extract below) makes clear, it was an
extremely successful event:
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Over 120 people attended the Seminar held in
Katoomba; followed by a three-hour evening
masterclass with Professor Seikkula attended
by 19 Mental Health Service managers and
senior clinicians.

effective in Finland that mental health
professionals around the globe are starting to
look into the possibility of implementing it.
Open Dialogue has recently been adopted
by Mental Health Services in New York,
Belgium and Germany.

Jaako Seikkula, Professor of Psychotherapy at
the University of Jyväskylä in Finland, is a
member of the team which developed the
‘Open Dialogue’ approach to respond to the
needs of people in crisis experiencing a
psychotic episode or
contemplating suicide.

The Nepean Blue Mountains visit was a
special event and one of only two regional
visits made by Professor Seikkula during his
time in Australia.

General Manager, NBMLHD Mental Health
Services, Alison Sneddon, said:
“The approach certainly seems to
complement our emerging person-centred
model of care and recovery-orientated
approach. It may enable the
consumer, their family, support people,
our service and the broader community to
better understand their health care needs
and safety issues, and
develop more effective
‘Open Dialogue’ the topic as
ways of working with
international psychotherapy
pioneer visits NBMLHD
people who experience
mental health problems.”
“It appears to have achieved results and
improved mental health outcomes that
we are interested in. We are exploring the
possibility of introducing this approach or key
components within NBMLHD Mental Health
Services.”
The Open Dialogue approach emerged as part
of a national Finnish research project more
than 30 years ago. The starting point of the
new program was to build a community-based
care system that avoided hospitalisation as
much as possible with a strong focus on
dialogue and active listening. This approach,
in which the family and others close to the
person in crisis are gathered together to help
find new understandings of the crisis
situation, seems to reliably lead to reduced
anxiety, distressing symptoms and social
breakdown.
The approach appears to have proven so
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The Seminar and Masterclass were followed in May by a Mental Health Networking Forum
dedicated to the Open Dialogue approach, and offering clinicians, GPs, and community sector
workers an opportunity to see a ‘Live’ Open Dialogue session.

Network & Partnership Development
MCRN convenes, coordinates and provides secretariat support to four interagency groups in the
Blue Mountains – the Blue Mountains Community Interagency (BMCI), Mountains Multicultural
Interagency (MMI), the HOPE (Homelessness Prevention & Early Intervention) Steering Group, and
Raising Awareness of Mental Health Issues (RAMHI). Thanks to some solid planning, each group has
a clear direction and blueprint for collaborative action.
Homelessness Prevention & Early Intervention (HOPE) Steering Group: A Steering Group of key
players in housing/homelessness has been meeting this year with the intention of developing a new
collaboration or network around affordable and stable housing. A position paper (Defaulting on the
Australian Dream – Towards a Housing Strategy for the BM1) was developed on housing and
homelessness in the Mountains with the long-term intention of further expanding the group from
the Steering Group to ensure that all key players are ‘in the tent’. The delayed implementation of
the Going Home, Staying Home reforms has also delayed this process, as they key players were not
yet known.
Raising Awareness of Mental Health Issues (RAMHI): RAMHI members this year saw an
encouraging advance in achieving their joint advocacy ‘platform’ with YMISA, based on the Open
Dialogue approach. YMISA and RAMHI have also continued to meet jointly to discuss shared issues
and activities.
Blue Mountains Community Interagency (BMCI): BMCI, which meets monthly, is the generalist
Interagency for the Blue Mountains community sector. This year, the Interagency has begun the
work of updating the portfolio of Fact Sheets about issues in the local community, and the
community sector itself, as briefing for candidates for the NSW State election. Students from the
Diploma of Community Service (TAFE WSI, Wentworth Falls campus), on placement with MCRN, are
assisting with the update process.

1

www.mcrn.org.au/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=124&Itemid=76)
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Mountains Multicultural Interagency (MMI): MMI meets bi-monthly, and this year again focussed
its attention on Refugee Week, with a working group developing a very successful event for 2014.
The main aim of the event was to recognize this special week with a high profile event, and to reach
a broader cross-section of the Blue Mountains, by attracting people who do not usually attend
community-sector Refugee Week-type events (30% of respondents had never attended a Refugee
Week event before). There were representatives from various sectors on the day, including:
Community, Private/Business, Health, and Government. The feedback from participants was
overwhelmingly positive. Another positive outcome is that this has led to an extensive new contact
list for MMI.
The event, held on 16th of June, 2014 at Lilianfels Resort and Spa, included presentations about the
refugee experience, and High Tea for the (by invitation) participants. The program was wellbalanced, with personal stories (the highlight for most participants) and practical information.
There was also an absorbing photographic exhibition, and fabulous food!
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Our grateful thanks to the hard-working members of the working group; and especial thanks to
Huong Nguyen (of the Escarpment Group), who not only provided the venue and catering, but also
told her very moving personal story.

Partnerships
MCRN continues to partner with Blue Mountains City Council, and we welcome Alan Cattermole in
his new role at the Manager, Community. We look forward to working closely with him (and the
Community Outcomes Team) to ensure the Blue Mountains is an inclusive and wonderful place to
live for all residents.
Networks and partnerships with Council continued this year, with the Stronger Families Alliance
(SFA) – MCRN and BMCC are jointly the ‘backbone’ organisations for the Alliance – and the Youth
Mental Illness and Substance Abuse (YMISA) network.
We continue to represent the community sector on the Coalition Against Violence and Abuse
(CAVA), and the Neighbourhood Centre Manager’s group, and are a member of the Board of Blue
Mountains Drug & Alcohol Recovery Services (BMDARS).
MCRN is also represented on the Management Committees/Boards of Western Sydney Community
Forum, LCSA (Local Community Sector Association, NSW), and TRI Community Exchange (the latter
representation thanks to Toni Quigley); and is a member of both Stronger Voice for Greater
Western Sydney and the Sector Development Group - ensuring that the voice of our community
and sector is heard beyond the Mountains.

Research Utilisation
The development of the HOPE Steering Group’s position paper (Defaulting on the Australian Dream
– Towards a Housing Strategy for the BM2) on housing and homelessness in the Mountains has
2

www.mcrn.org.au/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=124&Itemid=76)
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stretched and strengthened our ability to effectively utilise research towards a policy objective. It
will also provide the basis for a briefing to Councillors early in 2014-15 with the ultimate aim of
Council developing a Housing Strategy for the Blue Mountains, in partnership with the community
sector.
A wide variety of activities (literature search, key elements identified from research reports,
trawling of relevant data sources, etc.) also go into the updating of current, or development of new,
Fact Sheets and other policy resources. In addition, the resources of the community sector itself
(and the broader service system), are called upon in the development of case-studies, and the
articulation of what programs/initiatives the sector are already undertaking to achieve our goals for
the BM community.

Governance
MCRN also offers a variety of support services to our members (eg governance support for MidMountains and Aboriginal Cultural Resource Centre Boards).

ZEST Awards 2014
Congratulations to our two ZEST Awards winners: Stephanie Oatley and BMETS!
Blue Mountains East Timor Sisters (BMETS) was another ZEST Award Winner in 2014 taking out the
award for Outstanding Voluntary Organisation/Group.
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BMETS commenced in 2004 to build friendship and connection between women in Timor Leste and
women in the Blue Mountains. This volunteer group has raised over $650,000 in eight years to
develop and fund projects nominated by their sister organisation in Dili. Projects include providing
salaries and infrastructure funds for NGOs, scholarships for women to attend university, pre-school
building and supporting Tais weaving co-operatives. The group works locally to raise awareness of
our nearest neighbouring country and the unfair distribution of resources internationally. Their
goal is to build generations of international friendship.
BMETS is a wholly voluntary organisation. It has approximately 25 female members who meet
monthly to plan fundraising, advocacy, community events and trips to and from Timor. BMETS is an
example of women working together with a common goal of assisting other women internationally.
In the beginning they had no idea the group would be so successful or so enduring. It is a wonderful
example of the value of volunteering, both to its members and to the wider community.
The 2014 ZEST Awards took place on 26 February and Stephanie Oatley was awarded Winner of
the Outstanding Community Leader category for her work in the youth homelessness sector in
Greater Western Sydney. As Stephanie was unable to attend the awards ceremony, a special
presentation was made at the Blue Mountains Community Interagency meeting on 25 March.

ZEST Awards Ambassador Auntie Carol Cooper (centre) and Mary Waterford (left)
from WSCF present the award to Stephanie Oatley (right).

Stephanie has worked in the Youth Specialist Homelessness Sector as a General Manager for
23 years, providing leadership to an increasingly growing service system in the Penrith/Blue
Mountains LGA. She has successfully and with cooperation brought teams together for improved
services to clients and better work place environments for staff.
Stephanie was responsible for the emergence of Platform Youth Service – a community based
Specialist Homelessness Service which sees the amalgamation of both Nepean Youth
Accommodation Service and Blue Mountains Youth Accommodation and Support Services programs
including their programs such as Katoomba and Penrith Houses, Willowtree Young Parents
Program, Transitional Housing and Outreach Case Management.
More information on the ZEST Awards can be found at: http://www.zestawards.com.au
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Finally, I would again like to acknowledge the hard work of the MCRN Board. Without their
passionate commitment, their strategic thinking and their encouragement, MCRN - and the
community sector itself - would be so much the poorer. All the members of the Board, as our Chair
has pointed out, are busy people in their own right – we appreciate their generosity and
contribution to the BM community sector (and through them, to our community as a whole).

Kris Newton
Manager
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Member Survey

This year we have repeated the Member Survey, based on your feedback from last year. The
outcomes are summarised below in a series of graphs and charts with comparisons to last year’s
survey responses:
Q1.
The BM community sector has identified five key roles for MCRN as a
sector development (peak) organisation to provide effective support
to you as our Member. Please rank the importance of these roles to
your organisation in strengthening our community:

Information
Clearinghouse

Relationships

Support

Representation

Capacity Building
0.00

0.50

1.00
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1.50

2.00

2.50

Representation
2012-13:

2013-14:
Q2. How satisfied are you with our performance in representing our
community and the sector?

Representing
our
community

Representing
our sector
Being part of
the policy
development
process

Very satisfied

Satisfied

N/A
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Dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied

2012-13:

2013-14:
Q3. How beneficial is our representation to your organisation and your
ability to strengthen our community?

Very helpful

Helpful

Somewhat
helpful

Not very helpful
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Support
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Q.4. How satisfied are you with our performance in the area of support? eg providing
coaching, mentoring, information, skills development in the areas of:
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ability to strengthen our community?
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Not very helpful

2012-13:

2013-14:
Q8. In terms of MCRN's support role for the sector, how satisfied are you with
our performance in the following areas?
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Relationships
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Q6. How satisfied are you with our performance in around fostering
relationships/networking?
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Q.7. How beneficial are our relationship building activities to your
organisation and your ability to strengthen our community?
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Not very helpful

Information Clearing-house
2012-13:

2013-14:
Q10. How satisfied are you with our performance as an information
clearinghouse?
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Treasurer’s Report 2013-2014
Mountains Community Resource Network

The Financial Statements presented in the Annual Report for 2013-14 are for the Mountains
Community Resource Network (MCRN) Inc. They represent all MCRN activities and represent
the total MCRN financial position as at June 30th 2014. The Audited Financial Statement for the
2013-14 financial year shows that MCRN remains in a solid financial position. Review indicates
that all MCRN staff leave entitlements and all our legal obligations can be met financially.
The balance sheet shows net assets of $84,524.43, a total operating surplus in this period of
$39,557.45, and income for the 12 month period totalling $195,058.01. Our core government
funding, received from the NSW Department of Family & Community Services (Community
Builders – Renewable funding, including ERO) of $134,175.82 accounted for the majority of
MCRN’s income.
William Tomiczek and Associates again conducted the MCRN financial audit. The audit process
went smoothly, with Mr Tomiczek again noting the level of accuracy reflected in the
documentation and the professional approach taken by the organisation to our financial
management.
Thank you to the staff and Board of MCRN who work with, and for, the Sector and our
community.

Mick Barrett
Treasurer
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BLUE MOUNTAINS EAST TIMOR SISTERS PROJECT

Report on Achievements 2013 - 2014
The Blue Mountains East Timor Sisters Project (BMETS) was established in
2004 to foster partnerships and friendships between women in the Blue
Mountains and women in Timor-Leste and contribute to ongoing leadership,
capacity building and empowerment. We work with Timorese women to
develop sustainable projects. We have between 20 and 25 active members
and as a small community-based group we can respond in an immediate and direct way to requests.
In 2014 BMETS was named the Outstanding Voluntary Group in the Greater Western Sydney ZEST
Awards.
Blue Mountains East Timor Sisters is auspiced by Mountains Community Resource Network. This
on-going partnership provides us with a legal structure, insurance and administrative systems and is
a major factor BMETS wide success.
In the past 9 years our main achievements are:
 Supporting APSC-TL, a small women’s advocacy organisation with money for wages and
infrastructure to enable our Timorese sisters to provide leadership, representation and
community development in numerous communities.
 Providing scholarships to over 150 women to attend University and complete secondary
school.
 Assisting the development of preschools in rural areas, and in 2012 2013 enabling the
rebuilding of Kaiteho Preschool.
 Resourcing Dili Film Works in the development of ‘Beatriz War’, - the first feature film made
in TL.
 Resourcing ‘Secrecy - The Key to Independence– oral histories of stories of Clandestine
women in the Timorese Resistance Movement 1975 – 1999’ - this book was compiled by
Laura Abrantes and Beba Sequeira and BMETS assisted the publication in Tetun & English. It
was written to gain recognition from the government of Timor-Leste of the role women
played in achieving self-determination and is an important modern history resource.
 Assisting Timorese non-government women’s organisations including Rede Feto, Alola
Foundation, Pradet, in their work on developing and advocating for women.
 Working in partnership with Blue Mountains Hatobuilico Friendship Committee (BMHBFC)
to build education & economic resources in Hatobuilico.
 Raising awareness of issues of Timorese people in the post-Independence challenges
including hosting the inaugural NSW Timor-Leste Forum “Building Collaborative Partnerships
for Timor-Leste” with University of Western Sydney and hosting a speaking tour of Kirsty
Sword Gusmao both in July2012.
We resource our work through fundraising:
 Garage sales – We hold regular garage sales. Over this period around $15,000 was raised
through garage sales. Also Raffles & Street stalls – BMETS participate in street stalls as local
events such as Leura Fair and Winter Magic, produce an annual BMETS Calendar and sell
Tais (woven products) locally.
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Union Aid Abroad – APHEDA (Australian People for Health Education and Development).
BMETS has a partnership with APHEDA which enables donations to be tax deductible. A
variety of individuals have contributed funds through APHEDA this year - we acknowledge
and thank you for your generosity.
Trek for Timor – we run this bi-annually in partnership with BMHBFC. In 2012 this project
raised $90,000 to build a primary school in the isolated area of Taurema. In the period
planning commenced for running the event in September 2014.

‘MOCStersPlus’ Team for T4T 2014
BMETS has a sister group - Hunter East Timor Sisters who also raise funds for scholarship and
preschool development and we work together on awareness raising.
Building Partnership with APSC-TL Women’s Organisation in East Timor
Our partnerships with women’s groups in East Timor continue to grow. We provide salaries to Asia
Pacific Support Collective - Timor Leste (APSC-TL) staff - Beba Sequeira, Laura Abrantes and Odete Belo
who undertake leadership and advocacy as well as community development work in Dili and in rural
areas of Timor Leste such as Hatobuilico in Ainaro district, Bugoro in Liquica, and many communities in
Bobonaro, Suai and Covalima. APSC-TL provides BMETS with ongoing resourcing and advice about issues
facing Timorese women and potential activities for BMETS.
APSC-TL works on a wide range of projects; some are funded by BMETS whilst others occur
independently. Examples of their work include:
1. They support and monitor BMETS / HETS women’s scholarships program.
2. APSC-TL designed and project managed the re-building of Kaitehu Preschool in 2013, developing a
creative partnership including the Andrew McNaughton Fountain which provided a $4,000 grant;
members of the Timorese Army who provided labour, local community members and talented
preschool teachers. BMETS members attended the opening in July 2013 ( see pictures).
3. On-going promotion of their publication “Secrecy –Key to Independence” – a key resource which
recorded the stories of women veterans involved in the independence struggle.
4. They have a long-term project on a base-line study of sexual and gender based violence in several
rural areas funded by UN Women. In 2013, they played a major role in organising the National
Women’s Congress and the regional consultations that lead into this. The Congress is held every four
years and its recommendations are incorporated into government policy.
5. They have resourced the development of four Tais Weaving Co-operatives, increasing visibility of
women’s culture & attracting many more sales.
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BMETS, through APSC-TL, employs community leader and Veteran, Mana
Kassian, as a Rural Outreach Worker in Bugoro. Mana Kassian is supported
and resourced by APSC-TL and is a major resource to the village and the
Veteran Women’s Centre.
Scholarships - 58 scholarships established for young women in East Timor
Our scholarship program with APSC-TL is a big success, contributing to life changing education for many
young women. As APSC-TL report:
18 students have been finished their studies successfully in 2013 as follow: 11 students
graduated from Bachelor Degree, and 6 students had been finalized their Senior High School and
1 was passed away from 36 students in total, beside this we do have 8 students will graduated in
the coming year 2014 and still left 10 students will conclude in 2015.
One example of our students is Felicidade Cardosa who finished her Law degree in December 2013.
She is the daughter one of the Bobometo Tais Group.
She has excellent marks in her studies that show her diligent and clever in deal with process
of learning at UNPAZ. She was graduated from Faculty of Law with her final work is entitled
“The Impact of Formal Justice toward gender based violence in the Tribunal of Dili
district”. She is now she is applying for the job at Justice / Prosecutor Ministry at Dili Tribunal
- depends on the lucky she is. APSC-TL is also proud of the effort of our target group from
Tais cooperative which got a daughter graduated and could help other sisters and brothers
in the family.
In 2013 2014 APSC-TL, supported by BMETS, secured $5,000 annually in funds from international
aid group, Compassion Beyond Boarders for a scholarship program for rural young women to study
teaching.
Supporting the work of the Office of Kirsty Sword-Gusmao
BMETS has been working with The Office of Kirsty Sword-Gusmao’s since 2005 on a wide number of
projects. Over 2014 we worked closely with OKSG as the ‘Spend It Well’ School Development program
resources the building of Taurema school, funded from 2012 Trek for Timor BM.
Dili Film Works
BMETS provided funding to support the production of Beatriz War, Timor-Leste’s first feature film.
Director Bety Reis is a past scholarship student and we were pleased to assist her to come to Australia
and to the Blue Mountains for a premier showing. While unfortunately the showing coincided with the
Mountains 2013 fires, we still had an audience of over 150 people. Our support for Dili Film Works is
ongoing.
BMCC East Timor Friendship Group
BMETS works closely with the Blue Mountains Hatobuilico Friendship Committee (BMHBFC), linked to an
isolated, rural, sub-district at the foot of Mt Ramelau. We support the establishment of Hatobuilico High
School and fund a scholarship program. BMETS & BMHBFC continue to work on promoting tourism in
the area with a well used website http://hatobuilico.com/, walks booklet
www.hatobuilico.com/walkingguide.pdf and blog www.hatobuilico.wordpress.com/. Together in July
2013 we hosted a visit from Mana Dulsie Soares, Vice Minister for Primary Education further
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collaborating to develop educational opportunities in Hatobuilico (including building the primary school
in Taurema).
BMETS in Timor
Visiting East Timor helps to build and enrich our understanding of the complexity and beauty of life
across the Timor Sea. It is also a powerful way of maintaining the friendship connection between
our women’s communities in the Blue Mountains and in Timor. Over the past twelve months a
number of trips to Timor have occurred - the past year Jude Finch, Wendy Chandler and Mary
Waterford visited Timor Leste while Gail Clifford continues as an AVI and Ursula De Almeida with
Search for Common Ground, both based in Dili.

Kaitehu Preschool before, and after, renovation
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT 2013-14
The precise date the Blue Mountains Unions Council first met is lost way back in the mountain mists
of time, but there's strong evidence that this is our 21st year, so it's fair to say we've (at last) come
of age.
Politics in the Pub remains one of our main activities and this year events have covered some of the
main issues of our times - the housing crisis, increasing casualisation of work, social media and
journalism and the steeply rising cost of tertiary education.
‘Stop the Sell Off’: A campaign through letterboxing, surveys and a rally to raise awareness in the
Blue Mountains of State Government plans to sell the poles and wires to private industry with over
50 people to date volunteering to participate in the campaign.
The Rod Brooks Scholarship: We are working with the Katoomba High School Principal to take the
scholarship in a new direction, extending its scope to include more students.
Winter Magic: Blue Mountains Unions Council, with local union activists, ran a stall at Winter Magic
and engaged with hundreds of festival goers through a photo/signage project giving the public a
chance to send a personal message to the Federal Government about the unfair Budget.
Other activities: BMUC members attended the annual May Day Parade in Sydney; a large March in
March event in Katoomba and events in support of Medicare and TAFE.
Our Face Book and Twitter following continues to grow with 359 followers on Twitter @bmucinc
and 200 people liking our Facebook page. We also have a presence on YouTube and SoundCloud.
BMUC News and Blog is attracting a rising readership. I must place on record our appreciation of
the great work Mark Gregory has done on running this site for many years. Since its inception in
2005 Mark has done over 3645 posts and the blog has attracted 181,908 page hits.
Mark, a founding member of BMUC, has now moved to Sydney and handed over the blog to
Warren Ross.
New Members: It's been a good year for new members with 20 joining up.
Social: Thanks to Dave Butler for throwing opening his home for last year's Christmas Party and
Susan and Peter Lammiman for doing the same for this year.
Next Year: With the NSW election coming up 2015 promises to be equally busy with our first
Politics In the Pub of the year planned to be a Meet the Candidates session where members of the
public will get a chance to quiz candidates on their policies.
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Finally, thank you to all of the people and organisations who support our efforts, including those
from within BMUC and those from the greater Blue Mountains community. We couldn’t do it
without your collective support.
Kerry Cooke, President
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Pink Mountains Website is organised and run by a small number of volunteers and provides GLBTIQ
(Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, Intersex & Queer) information to the large local community
and those visiting the Blue Mountains. The editor has been until recently Kevin Hardwick.
As we are a not for profit community group; all monies raised is spent on ongoing maintenance and
development of the site and assistance and promoting community events, with any excess being
donated to charity. Pink Mountains is not an incorporated group so it is auspiced and supported by
Mountains Community Resource Network (MCRN). MCRN holds any funds we raise, and writes
cheques when required; and insurance is available through MCRN for events. Thank you to MCRN
for this assistance & to Lyn who keeps track of things for us.
A big thank you to Anne McKenzie who had the original vision to create Pink Mountains, it is very
doubtful that it would have happened without her energy.
Earlier this year we produced a new website using Wordpress, which is much easier to use.
The website has taken a back seat (for health reasons); and I have had a local man, Nicholas Hood,
offer to take over the editing for now - & possibly permanently if MCRN Board approve.
I have handled anything financial, as Nick does not want to be involved in this, he just wants to do
the editing. All I have done this year is send out reminders to our small group of advertisers.
Nick is doing an excellent job, making much-needed changes.
Advertising
Our website has some advertising which assists in maintaining the site and helps in paying for some
events.
We also have a very popular and dynamic Facebook page:
http://www.facebook.com/groups/pinkmountains.
The past year we have done the following:



Produced a new website.
Assisted in organizing & promoting IDAHOT 2014 (International Day Against Homophobia &
Transphobia ) This included the Rainbow flag raising ceremony on Saturday 17th May.

The actual flag-raising was held outside BMCC chambers followed by speakers outside The
Carrington Hotel. Our guest speaker was former Health Minister in The Hawke Labor Government,
Dr Neil Blewett. This was followed by music & food.
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The organizing committee is grateful that the Blue Mountains City Council (& Maurice
Brady) give full support to IDAHOT , only a few others Councils in the state are so
supportive.

With thanks
Kevin Hardwick
2014
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